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lNTRODUCTION
The Deaf Newcomer Needs Assessment has been made possible through funding from
Citizenship and Immigration Canada. The objective of this assessment is to evaluate the need
for language training programs for deaf newcomers. It is also necessary to identify barriers
which impede community integration and to recommend policies, programs and solutions which
will improve the integration of the deaf newcomer into the community at large.
This assessment is the first to target this group and to attempt to gain solid statistics on
the challenges that deaf newcomers face when they enter Canada. Statistical results and
analysis obtained from this research have been distributed to all service providers. It is hoped
that this assessment will be used as a reference for accommodating the needs of the deaf
newcomer. For the purposes of this study, a deaf newcomer is defined as an individual who is
not Canadian-born, who is 16 years of age and older, and who has lived in Canada for 10 years
or less. A glossary (Appendix A) is included for further clarification of the terms used in this
report.
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PROCESS OF THE GRANT APPLICATION
The Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC) Program at The Bob
Rumball Centre for the Deaf was started in November 1993. LINC provides language training
to deaf and hard of hearing students from inside and beyond the Metropolitan Toronto area.
Instructors in the program have identified a number of needs affecting the students within the
program. With input from LINC instructors, Cindy Woon-ling Tam, Director of the Adult
Education Program, put together the framework of the Deaf Newcomer Needs Assessment
research plan within a two-week time frame in early October 1994. The Research Plan and a
Delivery Assistance Proposal (see P. 6) were both sent to Citizenship and Immigration Canada
for funding consideration.
The grant application was approved in late November 1994. Job postings for the
positions of a part-time coordinator and a full-time research worker were sent out to all deaf
agencies for recruitment. John Taylor and Vasanthi Valoo were hired to fill the two positions in
December. The research had to be completed within four months starting from December 1,
1994.

THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Advisory Committee was formed in the second week of December 1994 and met
every month to provide input to the project coordinator and the research worker. The committee
was comprised of various workers with different specialties within the deaf sector. Their
valuable input helped ensure that this assessment accurately reflects and addresses the
practical needs of deaf newcomers.

PROJECT PLANNING
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The original proposal to the Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration Canada and the
initial research outline are included below to provide further information on the development of
the project.

LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION FOR NEWCOMERS TO CANADA DELIVERY ASSISTANCE
PROPOSAL
The Need for Delivery Assistance
The high demand for language training programs and community support services and
the shortage of existing programs and services indicates the number of deaf newcomers may
have increased in the past few years. However, no statistical study geared towards deaf
immigrants has been conducted to examine their needs in Ontario. An assessment of the
needs of deaf newcomers is being conducted to determine whether existing language training
programs and community support services meet the needs of deaf newcomers .

Project Goals
To identify the needs of the growing deaf newcomer population in Ontario and to ensure
that programs developed for deaf immigrants in the future adequately meet those needs.

Activity Outline
1.

An advisory committee with representatives from deaf programs in Ontario will be
formed to select a part-time coordinator and a full-time research worker who will conduct
the project activities from December 1, 1994 to March 31, 1995. Job postings for these
two positions will be sent out to deaf literacy programs and deaf organizations across
Ontario as soon as the project grant is approved by the LINC Delivery Unit. The
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recruitment process should be completed by late

November 1994. The coordinator

will work closely with the research worker and report to the director of the Adult
Education Program at The Bob Rumball Centre for the Deaf on the progress of work.

2.

The research worker will design a detailed research activities plan according to the
provided outline in order to collect statistical data. The plan will have to be designed
within one week. Consultation with deaf literacy programs in Ontario is required and will
be conducted in the following two to three weeks to ensure the plan is feasible and that
the data collected will represent newcomers of the deaf community. This will be
completed by early January 1995.

3.

The research worker will conduct the research activities according to the ‘Deaf
Newcomer Needs Assessment’ research plan. One month will be spent on conducting
interviews and collecting information. This will be completed by the end of January
1995. All data and information will have been organized and analyzed by the end of
February 1995. The final report will have been printed by the end of March 1995.
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DEAF NEWCOMER NEEDS ASSESSMENT- ORIGINAL RESEARCH PLAN
Research activities will be conducted to produce a report which includes the following:

1.

The reasons deaf newcomers need language support services for community
integration in Ontario. This will include an analysis of the triple barriers facing deaf
newcomers:

2.

(a)

Deafness

(b)

The need to learn American Sign Language (ASL)

(c)

The need to learn English

Modes of communication used by deaf people in their country of origin. This will include
the following statistical figures:

3.

(a)

Different forms of sign language used by newcomers upon arrival in Ontario;

(b)

Total number of newcomers using these forms of sign language;

(c)

Different forms of written language used by deaf newcomers;

(d)

Total number of deaf newcomers using these languages.

A description of the literacy background of deaf newcomers which will include statistical
figures on the following categories:
(a)

Newcomers who have no formal sign language or written skills (who use only
home signs or gestures for communication);

(b)

Functionally literate newcomers (who use only the regional sign language of their
country of origin for communication);
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(c)

Functionally literate newcomers (who use only the written language of their
country of origin for communication);

(d)

Literate newcomers (who use both the regional sign and written languages of
their country of origin for communication).

4.

An analysis of the learning process of deaf adult learners. This will include the following
evaluations:
a)

An analysis of the learning needs of deaf newcomers;

b)

An assessment of ASL as the language of instruction in the English language for
acquiring social interaction skills for integration into the deaf community;

c)

Visual versus phonetic processing of language.

5.

An inventory of existing programs for deaf newcomers in Ontario.

6.

An assessment of the following needs of deaf newcomers:
a)

to acquire skills in life management and community integration;

b)

to maintain emotional stability through increased social interaction;

c)

to acquire workplace English for employment in order to be self-supporting;

d)

to access interpreting services in order to facilitate community integration and to
contribute to the community at large.

7.

An investigation of additional needs that are currently not being met.
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8.

A statistical evaluation of specific types of training required for newcomers with different
literacy levels. This section will include:
a)

the number of deaf newcomers who need training in survival skills and a
description of various survival skills programs;

b)

the number of deaf newcomers who need social skills training, and the role of
the government, family members and deaf agencies in providing this training;

c)

the number of deaf newcomers who need workplace English or vocational
training upon arrival (this includes a description of the duration, costs and format
of training programs).

9.

A profile of support groups or agencies that are required to maintain the long-term
contribution of deaf newcomers in Canadian society.
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DEAF CULTURE AND AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE: A BRIEF
OVERVIEW
All newcomers to Canada have the task of becoming a member of Canadian society.
Immigrants often develop ties to their ethnic community as well. In addition, deaf newcomers
must become socialized into the deaf community. Since this community is unique, it is
important to have an introduction to its culture and language in order to more fully understand
the needs of this group.

DEAF CULTURE
Deaf Culture is distinct because it has its own organizations, attitudes and ideology, and
social structures. Baker and Cokely (1993) identify the following four avenues to acquiring
membership into the deaf community: audiological, linguistic, political and social. In other
words, an individual must be audiologically deaf, use the sign language of communication,
advocate on behalf of the deaf community and interact with other members of the community.
A uniquely defining feature of deaf culture is its use of a visually-based communication system
which includes several modes of manual
communication.

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE
In the late nineteenth century, the
hearing majority attempted to impose oralism upon the deaf community by emphasizing the
development of spoken language in programs for deaf children. Although used by all deaf
communities, sign language only became recognized and used by the hearing community as an
educational tool in the 1960s and 1970s. American Sign Language (ASL) is a visual-spatial
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form of communication which is recognized by linguists as a fully-developed language used by
deaf communities in the United States of America and most of Canada, except Quebec where
Langue des Signes de Quebec (LSQ) is used. Rather than merely being system of informal
gestures and mime, sign languages, including ASL and LSQ, have their own vocabulary and
syntax. Each sign language is unique and independent of the language of the hearing majority,
but can be influenced by it through the medium of fingerspelling.
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METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN DEAF EDUCATION
In order to decide on the best method of teaching literacy skills to deaf adults, it is
important to consider the conceptual differences between ASL and English. ASL is a visual
language that requires spatial order. English, however, is not visual, and is presented in linear
order. Another difference can be found in the distinct grammatical structures of both
languages. Since ASL is a purely visual language, it has no written form. As a result, English
cannot employ ASL concepts. Deaf people fingerspell some English words using a manual
alphabet which translates the English alphabet into finger signs. However, this is tedious and
time-consuming and only a few fingerspelled words are used by deaf people. English reading
and writing skills must, therefore, be taught using ASL as the mode of instruction (Carver,
1991).
In addition to using ASL as the mode of instruction, the involvement of deaf
professionals is critical to the success of training programs for deaf adults. Deaf professionals’
natural and fluent use of ASL enables them to accurately convey subject matter to deaf
students (Cundy, 1990). The presence of a deaf instructor in the classroom provides deaf
students with someone they are able to communicate with spontaneously and look up to as a
role model (Cundy, 1990).
In order to achieve community integration, deaf newcomers need to acquire skills in ASL
and English reading and writing. Individuals who have some skills in sign language and/or the
spoken/written language of their country of origin generally learn more quickly than those
individuals who arrive with virtually no language base. Deaf newcomers with no skills in their
native sign and spoken/written language may need to acquire pre-literacy skills, such as basic
shape discrimination and rules of interactions.
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Christensen and Delgardo (1993) discuss three approaches to instruction in education
that can be used with the deaf newcomer.

THE BICULTURAL- BILINGUAL APPROACH
The first method is the Bilingual-Bicultural (Bi-Bi) approach which involves
simultaneously teaching deaf people ASL and written English while integrating the deaf and
hearing cultures to create a bicultural environment.

THE TRILINGUAL AND TRICULTURAL APPROACH
The second method is unique in its application to deaf newcomers because the
individual’s native language and culture are also considered. The Trilingual and Tricultural
approach includes the individual’s native language and culture, the language and culture of the
new country, and the visual language and culture of the deaf community.
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VISUAL METHODS AND DEVICES
The third method emphasizes the need to present information visually to facilitate
natural learning and can be used in conjunction with the Bi-Bi or Trilingual and Tricultural
approach. The following is a list of suggested visual methods and devices:
•

Bi-Bi approach using video taped stories in ASL.

•

the whole language approach in which focus is placed on the meaning of written
English rather than its structure.

•

interactive writing between students and teachers through the use of
teletypewriters (TTYs), computers and journals.

•

interactive videodiscs which present computerized ASL videos and English text
simultaneously.

•

closed-captioned TV programs with extensive exposure to English through
recreational media.

ORALISM
Oralism is another method of instruction which requires that deaf people be spoken to,
respond using their voices, and talk and lip-read to each other. The objective of this approach
is to have deaf people use spoken language. Historically, the oral approach was stressed in
the hope that deaf people trained orally would be able to integrate easily in the hearing world.
In 1880, the International Congress of Teachers of the Deaf in Milan ruled that the Oral
approach be used in all schools for the deaf. This ruling resulted in deaf teachers being
replaced by hearing teachers in deaf schools. The oral method emphasizes the development
of oral/aural skills in the deaf individual, but at the expense of English reading and writing skills.
Since the approach excludes any visual mode of language, literacy in reading and writing
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English is delayed (Laugesen, 1991). In the past, this method resulted in a noticeable drop in
the educational success of deaf students. Literacy levels only improved when sign language
was resumed as a form of communication (Laugesen, 1991).
Because of the unique factors involved in educating deaf adults, it would not be effective
for deaf newcomers to be placed in an oral or hearing ESL program with only interpreter
support.
Although no previous research has been conducted on the language training needs of
deaf newcomers in Ontario, the above approaches indicate that ASL, visual aids, deaf adult
professional involvement, and trilingualism and triculturalism are necessary for successful
language training of deaf newcomers. Further research in this area is required to determine the
most effective methods of educational instruction for deaf newcomers.
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PROCEDURE

STAGE ONE - DEVELOPMENT OF THE INITIAL RESEARCH PLAN
DECEMBER 5, 1994 - DECEMBER 8, 1995

The research worker, Vasanthi Valoo, prepared a detailed research plan which was
revised according to recommendations by Cindy Tam, Director of the Adult Education Program
and John Taylor, Project Coordinator.

STAGE TWO - CONSULTATION WITH DEAF LITERACY PROGRAMS
DECEMBER 9, 1994 - DECEMBER 15, 1994

The research worker contacted organizations serving deaf and hard of hearing people,
literacy programs for deaf adults and community-based organizations. Some organizations
reported that there were no deaf or hard of hearing newcomers affiliated with them. Due to the
time line, it was decided that all organizations would be contacted by an introductory letter
accompanying the mail-out questionnaire. Volunteers were recruited to assist with the
research project. Their main tasks were to assist in collating and mailing the questionnaires
and later make follow-up calls to organizations to request the return of questionnaires.
The advisory committee met for the first time on December 15, 1994 to review and
approve the research plan and advise the research worker accordingly.
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STAGE THREE - PREPARATION OF QUESTIONNAIRES AND INTERVIEW
SCHEDULES
DECEMBER 16, 1995 - DECEMBER 29, 1995
The format of the questionnaire was developed by the project coordinator and research
worker. The mail-out questionnaire requested information in the following areas: demographic
information the target population, literacy background, and existing programs and statistics on
the types of training required. The interview schedule contained open-ended questions on
modes of communication and educational support services. Questionnaires were faxed to
advisory committee members on December 29, 1994 for review. See Appendix B-1 and
Appendix B-2 for a copy of the questionnaire and interview schedule respectively.

STAGE FOUR - DATA COLLECTION
DECEMBER 30, 1995 - JANUARY 26, 1995
The advisory committee responded with feedback on the questionnaires early in
January. An information form for completion by respondents was also compiled for the
development of a referral guide. Organizations were contacted by telephone to verify contact
persons and introduce them to the goals and objectives of the study. Packages with the
information form, an introductory letter and a mail-out questionnaire were sent to 120
organizations serving deaf and hard of hearing newcomers across Ontario. (See Map 1.)
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Map 1. Locations of Service Agencies across Ontario

Distribution of Service Agencies Across Ontario
Aurora
Barrie
Belleville
Brampton
Brantford
Bright’s Grove
Cambridge
Chatham
Cornwall
Etobicoke
Fort Frances
Georgetown
Gloucester
Hamilton
Kenora
Kingston
Kitchener

1
2
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

London
Metropolitan Toronto
Markham
Milton
Mississauga
Newmarket
North Bay
Oakville
Oshawa
Ottawa
Peterborough
Sarnia
Sault Ste. Marie
St.Catharines
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Windsor

4
46
1
4
8
1
1
3
3
12
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
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In addition, thirty appointments for face to face interviews with key informants were
scheduled to take place in January 1995. See Appendix C and D for the list of key informants
and participating organizations respectively.
The interviews were conducted across Southern Ontario (see Map 2) including multiple
sites in Metropolitan Toronto, Peterborough, London and Ottawa. The interviews can be
counted in the following categories:
•

11 interviews with staff at Canadian Hearing Society offices.

•

14 interviews with staff from literacy programs.

•

2 interviews with staff from service organizations.

•

3 interviews with staff from church organizations.

Map 2. Locations of Interview Sites across Ontario
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Since it was not possible to include organizations in the far north and west of Ontario,
most of the interviews were conducted in Metropolitan Toronto and surrounding areas and in
Ottawa. Map 1 shows that most of the organizations serving deaf newcomers are located in
these areas. The interview sample thus includes the majority of organizations serving deaf
newcomers.
The research worker attended a workshop on the needs of deaf newcomers held at the
Capital Region Centre for the Hearing Impaired (CRCHI) in Ottawa. The workshop is further
discussed in the “Perspectives of Deaf Newcomers” section.
The project coordinator and research worker monitored returns of the mail-out
questionnaires in the office.

STAGE FIVE - FIRST DRAFT
JANUARY 27 - FEBRUARY 24, 1995
Organizations were called early in February to ensure a good response rate to the
survey. In some cases, a second questionnaire needed to be sent out.
The project coordinator, research worker and Carol Musselman, an advisory committee
member, met to discuss the analysis of the data. This was followed by an advisory committee
meeting on February 7, 1995 for a status report on the project.
A total of 120 questionnaires were mailed to literacy programs, community-based
organizations, school boards and community colleges in Ontario. The number of mail-out
questionnaires returned was 57. Of these, 17 questionnaires were completed in full. Four
questionnaires could not be used for the analysis because they were not completed correctly.
The balance of these questionnaires were returned with the appropriate block checked,
indicating that the organization was not serving newcomers at the time.
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Of the questionnaires not returned, The Metropolitan Toronto Board of Education
completed one questionnaire for 11 Boards of Education. Also, two Canadian Hearing Society
offices were represented by co-ordinators at other offices. Respondents from one provincial
school were unable to complete the questionnaire in time for analysis. Upon follow-up calls by
volunteers in February, 34 organizations reported that they were not serving deaf newcomers at
the time. These organizations included group homes, literacy programs, community colleges,
hard of hearing organizations and churches. Fourteen organizations did not respond to the
survey at all. Most literacy and social service organizations serving deaf newcomers responded
to the survey. This first study is therefore a good representation of deaf newcomers in Ontario.
Table 1. Response Rate to Mail-out Questionnaires

Questionnaires returned
Analyzed
Incorrectly completed
No clients who are deaf newcomers
Questionnaires not returned
No clients who are deaf newcomers as per tel.
Schools represented by Metro.Toronto B.O.E.
CHS offices represented by other offices
Organizations unable to complete
questionnaire
No response
Total

57
17
4
36
63
34
11
2
2
14
120
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Two problems were encountered in obtaining more complete questionnaires. Many
organizations reported that figures required in the questionnaire were not kept on file.
Furthermore, respondents complained that completion of the questionnaire required more than
the thirty minutes that had been suggested.
The project coordinator completed the analysis of the data and the first draft
was completed by the research worker on February 23, 1995. The first draft was distributed the
next day to the advisory committee and the project coordinator.

STAGE SIX - WRITING THE REPORT - SECOND DRAFT
FEBRUARY 24, 1995 - MARCH 14, 1995
The advisory committee met on March 1, 1995 to review and recommend changes in
the first draft. These changes were made by the research worker. Volunteers were recruited for
technical support and graphics. Also, the research worker began developing the referral guide.
The project coordinator revised the data for the analysis portion of the assessment.
The second draft was completed and distributed on March 14, 1995 to the advisory
committee and the project coordinator.
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STAGE SEVEN - WRITING THE REPORT - THIRD DRAFT
MARCH 15, 1995 - MARCH 31,1995
The advisory committee met on March 16, 1995 to discuss recommendations and
advise the research worker on final revisions to the report. Some problems were found in the
statistical data. Volunteers of the Adult Education Program, facilitated by the project director,
then reorganized the data in the week of March 20, 1995. Carol Musselman, an advisory
committee member, kindly advised the director on corrective changes and helped to create the
graph that reflects the overall training needs of deaf newcomers. Data in all graphs were
revised accordingly. The advisory committee members suggested including a detailed listing of
twelve different kinds of services offered in all deaf agencies in Ontario. Alistair Vogan was
hired to do the research (see Appendix E). The research worker implemented the changes and
distributed the third draft to all advisory committee members on March 30, 1995. A copy of the
third draft was sent to the Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration Canada on March 31, 1995,
in order to meet the time line as contracted.
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STAGE EIGHT- FINAL REPORT
APRIL1, 1995- APRIL 10, 1995
Final comments from the advisory committee members were collected on April 4, 1995.
The research worker made changes accordingly. The project director, assistant project director
and editors reviewed the final report which was then sent to the Vocational Training Program at
The Bob Rumball Centre Deaf for printing. 600 copies were printed. They were distributed to
the Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration Canada and all agencies which participated in the
surveys and interviews. A separate summary of the report and a referral guide were also
printed and sent out for easy reference of interested parties.
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION ON DEAF NEWCOMERS IN ONTARIO
The purpose of the questionnaire was to obtain statistical information on the
demographic characteristics, literacy background and needs of deaf newcomers in Ontario.
Unfortunately, the incomplete response rate limits the amount of information that can be
inferred from the statistical data. Based on information contained in the questionnaires,
organizations currently serve 444 deaf newcomers.
Attempts were made to define the population more accurately by contacting Statistics
Canada, Immigration Canada, Statistics Section and the Ethnocultural Data Section of the
Province of Ontario. Statistics Canada estimated, based on the Health Activity Limitation
Survey done in 1991, that there are 100,000 immigrants in Ontario who are deaf or hard of
hearing. However, they qualified that this number could include people who immigrated as far
back as the 1800s, and would include those with any degree of hearing loss, including losses
due to the ageing process..
The Statistics Section of Immigration Canada offered little more. Based on variables
such as age group, marital status, education, employment preferences, country of origin and
location of settlement, they estimated Ontario received five deaf immigrants over the last five
years. They explained that deafness is not a criteria they track statistically so they are unaware
of the number of deaf or hard of hearing immigrants.
The Province’s Ethnocultural Data section could not estimate the number of deaf
newcomers because it does not receive information of this kind.
Therefore, responses to the questionnaires provide the most accurate estimate to date
of the number of deaf newcomers in Ontario. It also provides a profile of deaf newcomers in
Ontario in terms of number, marital status, age, special needs, educational background, modes
of communication and types of training required. The deaf newcomer population constitutes
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only 15% of the total number of deaf clients within the organizations surveyed. Of this group,
80% are classified as deaf, while 20% are hard of hearing.
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AGE RANGE
Almost all (93%) of the deaf newcomers are between 16 and 40 years of age. The 16 to
24 age group accounts for 53% of the sample; 40% are between the ages of 25 and 40. Figure
1 shows that organizations serve very few newcomers in the 41-60 and 60+ age groups.

Figure 1. Distribution of Deaf Newcomer Population by Age Group
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MARITAL STATUS
The information on marital status indicates that the vast majority (75%) of deaf
newcomers can be classified as single youth, while 23% are married and only 2% are divorced.
(See Figure 2.)

Figure 2. Distribution of Deaf Newcomer Population by Marital Status
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COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN
The data collected on the country of origin of deaf newcomers do not suggest any
particular pattern of immigration. Rather, deaf newcomers represent a wide range of countries
of origin. Table 2 presents a list of the native countries of deaf newcomers.

Table 2. Countries of Origin of Deaf Newcomers

Afghanistan
Caribbean
Central America
Chile
Croatia
Czechoslovakia
Ecuador
England
Ghana
Guyana
Haiti
Hong Kong
India
Iraq
Jamaica
Japan
Lebanon

Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Republic of China
Somalia
South Africa
Southeast Asia
South Korea
Sri Lanka
Tanzania
Ukraine
United States of America
Venezuela
Vietnam
Other Countries
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SPECIAL NEEDS
Deaf newcomers with special needs such as developmental disabilities, cerebral palsy,
behavioural disorders, autism, learning disabilities or visual impairments make up only 7% of
the sample. Figure 3 illustrates the percentage of individuals with these special needs.

Figure 3. Incidence of Special Needs among Deaf Newcomers
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LITERACY BACKGROUND
With regard to literacy, 70% of the population surveyed have one to six years of formal
education while 10% have none (Figure 4). Thus, levels of education among deaf newcomers
are low.

Figure 4. Distribution of Deaf Newcomers by the Number of Years of Education
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TRAINING NEEDS
In attempting to identify the training needs of deaf newcomers, they are further
categorized according to their literacy background (Figure 5). Of the population studied, 42.3%
are considered literate (i.e. able to sign and write), 29.1% are functionally literate in sign only
and 7% are functionally literate in writing only. The remaining 21.6% lack both skills.

Figure 5. Literacy Levels among Deaf Newcomers
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IDENTIFIED NEEDS, BARRIERS AND SOLUTIONS
Communication is necessary for community integration. According to Fischgrund and
Akamatsu (1993), community integration for deaf newcomers is difficult because they have to
integrate into not only the hearing community, but also into the deaf and respective ethnic
communities as well. This means that deaf newcomers in Ontario are faced with an additional
linguistic barrier until they acquire ASL. This barrier leads to political and social isolation which
further hampers integration.
This study gathered data from the mail-out questionnaires and interviews in order to
identify the needs of the growing deaf newcomer population in relation to community
integration. The results reveal needs for training in a variety of areas, as well as needs for
several types of social support.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Language Training
- Mode of Communication
- Effectiveness of ASL
- ASL and Learning
Vocational Training
Life Skills Training
Access to Social Services
Family Support
Social Integration
Interpreting Services
Counselling

Each need will be discussed in terms of the nature of the need, barriers facing
newcomers in relation to this need, and solutions.
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LANGUAGE TRAINING
MODE OF COMMUNICATION
Deaf people in the United States of America and most of Canada use ASL as a mode of
communication. Different forms of manual communication are used by deaf people in other
parts of the world -- no international sign language exists. Most deaf newcomers in Ontario
therefore do not arrive with ASL skills.
The survey indicates that more than two-thirds (see Figure 6) of deaf newcomers
communicate manually. Oral, written and graphic forms of communication are also used by a
small number of people.

Figure 6. Primary Means of Communication used by Deaf Newcomers
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Deaf newcomers use different forms of manual communication as seen in Figure 7,
including ASL, home signs, national or regional sign language (sign language other than ASL),
Pidgin Sign English (PSE), and Signed Exact English (SEE). The information indicates that not
many deaf newcomers know the regional or national sign language of their countries of origin.
The most frequently used manual system after arrival in Ontario, by necessity, is ASL. Home
signs, which do not assist in community integration, are the second most frequently used
manual systems.

Figure 7. Forms of Manual Communication used by Deaf Newcomers
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This data is supported by further information obtained during the interviews. Informants
were asked if deaf newcomers use ASL as a mode of communication.
The majority (60%) reported that newcomers communicate using ASL in combination with other
manual systems.

Yes to some extent when trying to express their needs and wants.
Sometimes they incorporate gestures when trying to express themselves.

They have a mixture of native language [signed or spoken] and ASL.
The older students use any means to communicate....most often, they adapt
to the language of their peers in school. They have no opportunity to learn it
[ASL]. The families have a gesture system.
Some use ASL, some VGC, some home language, as well as a mixture of
ASL and LSQ.
A large number (40%) responded that deaf newcomers do not use ASL initially. A
further 12% made the point that newcomers are not proficient in ASL upon arrival in Ontario
and use gestures until their ASL skills begin to develop.
Eventually yes. They use gestures first. Sign language becomes more
formalized with time...

Later they learn ASL. Most use home signs or home gestures to
communicate.
A small group of respondents (4%) said that some deaf newcomers do not use sign
language because they do not want to be perceived as disabled.
Thus, most respondents perceive the deaf newcomer’s limited ASL skills as a barrier to
communication.
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The results above indicate that most deaf newcomers require ASL instruction.
Although, they do not know ASL when they first arrive, many learn it after a period of time.
However, they do not know ASL in its entirety and supplement it with other manual forms of
communication. The need for deaf newcomers to learn ASL for communication is therefore
prominent. Figure 8 shows the percentage of the sample requiring training in various areas.
As can be seen, 22% of the sample still require further training in ASL. This includes
individuals from all four literacy groups.

Figure 8. Training Needs of Deaf Newcomers
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EFFECTIVENESS OF ASL
Data from the questionnaires indicate that more than half of the deaf newcomer
population have acquired an intermediate level of ASL competency after receiving language
instruction in Ontario (see Figure 9). However, an intermediate level of ASL is insufficient to
acquire literacy in English, social integration, job skills and life skills training. Of the remaining
population almost 36% remain at a basic level and only 12% are advanced.

Figure 9. Levels of ASL Competency among Deaf Newcomers
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Respondents were asked if ASL is an effective means of communication for deaf
newcomers. The majority of respondents (76%) said they find ASL is effective with newcomers
and offer several reasons for their answers:

•

ASL has important similarities with other forms of sign language
Yes, basic principles in ASL, like space, classifiers, size and shape, work across
language barriers. The directionality of verbs, for example, ‘give me’ and ‘go
over there’ works for people. In teaching basic vocabulary, basic structures of
ASL are similar to other sign languages.

•

ASL is easily learned by manual communicators
Depending on the kid’s [student] background, ASL is preferred. Younger
kids use the SimCom approach.

•

Yes, since it is a manual form of communication, they learn ASL..”ASL is
effective if deaf newcomers have a language base

Yes and somewhat no. For those who have a language base, it is effective
means of communication, but for those without a language base, they need to
rely on picture communication symbols as well as gestures in order to develop
ASL concepts.

From the above discussion, the effectiveness of the use of ASL by deaf newcomers is
verified. Newcomers who have a language base and communicate manually seem to learn
ASL easily. Newcomers who learn ASL before English learn other concepts more efficiently.
The intermediate level of ASL competency among many deaf newcomers shows that it is easily
learned over time.
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16% of respondents felt ASL is not effective as a means of communication and outlined
barriers facing newcomers in using ASL.

•

newcomers have no formal language
No, they have no understanding. Depends on whether the individual has a
language base or not. If they are skilled in sign, ASL is limited to the extent
that they understand it.

•

newcomers make predominant use of gestures to communicate
The user changes from ASL to gestures. Gestures are more effective.

•

ASL competency is affected by length of time newcomer lives in Canada

Yes, if clients have been here for a few months. It is not effective with
individuals who are new, but new people are fascinated with sign language
if they have no communication skills.

ASL AND LEARNING

All of the key informants said the ASL/English proficiency of newcomers affects
learning. The range of comments explains how learning is affected by the ASL/English
proficiency of the deaf newcomer.

•

English skills are acquired more effectively if ASL skills are developed
Yes, the better their ASL, the quicker it is to pick up English. If they
understand what’s happening in their environment, it’s easier to attach a
label to a concept..
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For those with no communication skills, that is no visual language skills,
trying to acquire written English may hinder their learning. Once they have
acquired sufficient ASL skills, this may facilitate their acquisition of written
English as well as comprehension.
Yes, ASL affects English. Without ASL, you can’t teach English. People with
sign language are less difficult to teach than people without sign language.
•

Newcomers need to know English or ASL in order to learn other subjects
A newcomer from Iraq is bright but unless his English reading skills and ASL
skills are developed, he is unable to avail himself in school.
Yes, the more ASL/English they have, the better they learn other subjects.
The ability to go to post-secondary institutions is influenced by the language
barriers.
It’s the essence of their learning, an essential tool for the rest of their life. The
language of instruction is ASL and English. Therefore, it is difficult learning
and we spend time teaching English or ASL to facilitate learning other
subjects.

•

the counselling process is facilitated with ASL
Yes, if the client already has ASL or English, then the counselling process is
smoother and faster. If the client does not possess ASL or English, then VGC
is used as well as Visual Aids to enhance understanding.

•

Learning ASL/English is quicker if there is a certain degree of proficiency in a native sign or
written language.
If the person is literate in their native written or signed language, then they are
successful. If they’re limited in their written language and gestures, it’s difficult
to teach English or ASL. People from a well-developed deaf community
across the world may have a richer sign system, so they fit into the Canadian
experience and deaf culture more easily.
If the individual had a poor education and used the native language poorly,
then English learning is slow. If the individual uses the native sign and spoken
language well, it’s easier to learn. It depends on the learning style and the
academic background.
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Most respondents agreed that the lack of ASL skills presents a barrier to learning for
deaf newcomers. ASL is used as a medium of instruction to teach English skills and other
subjects to newcomers. Lack of ASL skills therefore limits the newcomer’s general
understanding of information. Respondents claim that those newcomers who have a native
language base and are learning ASL or English as a third language do not have difficulty
attaining competency in ASL or English.
Key informants also identified other specific barriers that limit the effectiveness of
service delivery to newcomers. A shortage of staffing within literacy programs results in
grouping deaf newcomers with different needs and abilities inappropriately for language
training. The high student to teacher ratio of 10:1 lessens the amount of individual instruction in
the classroom. Since newcomers have different literacy backgrounds, large group teaching
does not meet the needs of all students.
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SOLUTIONS
To ensure critical factors in language training have not been overlooked by respondents,
a question was asked about how learning could be improved for the deaf newcomer.
There was a consensus among respondents that more funding for additional ASL
classes would facilitate language training for deaf newcomers. Most respondents emphasized
the importance of teaching ASL before English or other subjects. They stressed that ASL
could be used as a tool to teach English. These factors outline the benefits of using ASL with
deaf newcomers and support the need for more funding for more ASL classes.
Respondents proposed that more deaf instructors and volunteers would be an
effective solution to meeting the language training needs of deaf newcomers because they can
also facilitate social integration into the deaf community.
Respondents argued that more small group and individualized instruction, would make
learning easier for deaf newcomers because of their varied literacy backgrounds. With lower
student to teacher ratios, instructors would be able to address the needs of each group more
specifically and students would feel more comfortable with the level of instruction. Informants
suggested a student to teacher ratio of 5:1.
The use of more visual aids in instruction was also emphasized by respondents within
literacy programs. Since deaf people rely on visual information for learning, there is an urgent
need for more visual aids, including computers, video tapes and teletypewriters (TTYs).
Respondents criticized the eligibility criteria for LINC programs. Presently, only deaf
newcomers who have been in Ontario for less than three years are assessed for entrance into
LINC programs. However, there are many individuals who have been in Canada for more than
three years who still require basic literacy training. The eligibility criteria for LINC programs
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should therefore be reconsidered to accommodate all deaf newcomers who require language
training.
In addition, informants suggested newcomers should be able to access literacy
programs earlier upon arrival. Vocational rehabilitation counselling and funding through
Vocational Rehabilitation Services (VRS) precede a deaf newcomer’s entrance into a literacy
program. Unfortunately, VRS has a two to three year waiting list thus delaying an individual’s
entrance to a literacy program that requires payment. Informants propose deaf newcomers
receive financial support for literacy programs earlier than the two year waiting period.
Another suggestion is that financial support be provided by another ministry earlier than
two years after arrival in Ontario.
Students who complete the LINC program are able to write simple sentences in English.
However, this is not adequate for students who wish to advance to post-secondary institutions.
Thus there is an urgent need for additional upgrading programs to bridge the gap between
the LINC program and post-secondary education.
Many informants explained that increased multicultural sensitivity among people working
with deaf newcomers would facilitate learning. This could be achieved by implementing
educational workshops for service providers. The diversity of countries deaf newcomers
originate from creates a need for workshops on multiculturalism.
From the research, it appears newcomers should go through an assessment process
to identify different needs based on previous education, modes of communication and other
applicable categories.
Respondents argued learning could be enhanced by connecting students with
appropriate social services as soon as possible. Organizations could network more closely
with other agencies to facilitate referrals. Some respondents indicated that specialized
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agencies need to establish an outreach to immigration authorities to facilitate referrals and
enable deaf newcomers to enter literacy programs sooner.
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THE NEED FOR ACCESS TO SOCIAL SERVICES

Many deaf newcomers are unaware of the availability of or ways of accessing social
services such as Unemployment Insurance, Family Benefits Allowance and subsidized housing.
Furthermore, respondents observe that newcomers with low literacy levels are unable to
understand pertinent information regarding status changes from refugee to landed immigrant or
citizen. Some deaf newcomers are also unaware of the procedure involved in acquiring
Canadian Citizenship. As a result, informants stress the urgent need for information resources
aimed directly at the deaf newcomer .

BARRIERS TO ACCESSING SOCIAL SERVICES
One respondent claimed that deaf newcomers are unable to understand the information
on government forms because of the level of English used. Informants also indicated that deaf
newcomers are not aware that information related to social services is available in languages
other than English.
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SOLUTIONS
Respondents comment that networking among organizations serving deaf people and
community services is necessary to improve support services for newcomers. They feel that
different organizations need to share the responsibility for deaf newcomers with diverse needs.
Regular conferencing among specialized agencies, community services and immigration
authorities is vital to identifying and solving settlement or adaptation problems.
Newcomers also require access to more interpreting services. Interpreters are required
to facilitate settlement and adaptation in Ontario. These interpreters should be qualified to
facilitate communication through sign language or the native spoken language. For this reason,
native language interpreters are necessary in order to eliminate the communication barrier
faced by deaf individuals using a native spoken language. Deaf interpreters are vital in
facilitating communication for deaf newcomers who have little or no formal sign language skills.
Visual aids, such as an ASL videotape with information on social services, should be
used to inform deaf newcomers of available services.
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THE NEED FOR LIFE SKILLS TRAINING

The questionnaire results indicated that 19% of the sample requires life skills training,
and 15% need social skills training. During the interviews, informants also identified life skills
training as an urgent need for deaf newcomers. Most informants pointed to the need for deaf
newcomers to be able to access public services independently. Many respondents claimed
newcomers do not to know how to access public transportation and day-care facilities, as well
as medical, legal, banking and housing services.
Many deaf newcomers do not have access in their countries of origin to technical
devices that are available in North America. Assistance in the use of hearing aids and
technical devices, such as TTYs and fire alarms, was therefore emphasized as a need by
several respondents.

BARRIERS TO LIFE SKILLS TRAINING
Many organizations experience a shortage of staff and funding which impedes the
delivery of an effective Life Skills training program.
Some respondents reported that newcomers do not have the time or money to access
hearing aid and dispensing services far from their homes. The expense of long-distance calls
to service agencies also deters newcomers from accessing these services.
Two informants stated that deaf newcomers also need subsidies for technical devices
earlier upon arrival in Ontario. Currently, the provincial government subsidizes 75% of the cost
of hearing aids, TTYs and flashing lights for telephones, once every five years. However, the
waiting period of about three months for subsidization prevents the individual from accessing
information pertinent to daily life. Several respondents noted that newcomers also need
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financial assistance for assistive devices which are not covered by the Assistive Devices
Program (ADP).

SOLUTIONS
The Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada Program (LINC), which is
sponsored by Citizenship and Immigration Canada, Ontario Region, has developed an excellent
guideline for teaching life skills. The curriculum covers various topics including Education,
Canadian Law, Employment and Government and Community Services. However, the
curriculum has been developed for hearing newcomers. Instructors in the LINC Programs
offered at The Bob Rumball Centre for the Deaf and the Canadian Hearing Society in Peel find
that all the information is not relevant to deaf newcomers. Therefore a critical need exists for
developing a separate LINC Program curriculum to meet the needs of deaf newcomers. One
suggestion is the implementation of specialized language training curricula for deaf newcomers
which applies the methods of instruction suggested earlier in this report.
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Effective functioning in daily life skills is fundamental to survival anywhere. Adequate
funding for staff and appropriate resources to adapt and implement more Life Skills Training
Programs like the LINC program for deaf newcomers is therefore essential. Life skills training
programs should include training in the use of assistive devices to reduce barriers facing
deaf newcomers in accessing information in their new environment.
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VOCATIONAL TRAINING

This study focused primarily on language training issues and touched on employment
issues only briefly. The importance of workplace English and workshop training and job
preparation is emphasized in the following discussion.
According to the survey, 20% of deaf newcomers require vocational training. Interview
respondents also stressed the need for deaf newcomers to acquire training in job skills. In
addition to this, deaf newcomers also need to know basic workplace English to understand
information in the work environment and communicate successfully with co-workers and
employers. The survey indicated that 14% of the sample currently needs further training in
workplace English. In addition, 11% require English upgrading to access post-secondary
training.
Vocational Rehabilitation Services (VRS), through the Ministry of Community and Social
Services, provides financial assistance to individuals who require one-to-one tuition to acquire
workplace English. In Ontario, only students within programs at The Bob Rumball Centre for
the Deaf, the Shoore Learning Centre and those run by private tutors receive funding from VRS
for individual language training.
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BARRIERS TO EMPLOYMENT
According to informants, many deaf newcomers enter the country with viable job skills
but they require retraining in Ontario in order to obtain a job. Unfortunately, employment is
delayed because vocational training (or retraining) requires workplace English.
The time required to teach a deaf newcomer workplace English further delays
employment for the individual. According to instructors, it takes approximately two to three
years before an individual acquires sufficient English language skills to be able to communicate
effectively in a work environment.

SOLUTIONS
Instruction in workplace English and vocational training in workshops are necessary for
deaf newcomers to attain job readiness. Although individual instruction is the most effective for
the deaf newcomer, it currently costs between $35 and $65 per hour. Thus, group training is
a cheaper and more viable option.
Vocational training programs such as those available at The Bob Rumball Centre for the
Deaf in North York and Corbrook Sheltered Workshop in Toronto, are two examples of
vocational training workshops. Funding for additional vocational training in workshops like
these is necessary to expedite employment for deaf newcomers.
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An employment preparation program such as that being offered at the Capital Region
Centre for the Hearing Impaired is another option. It is funded by JobLink, under the Ministry of
Community and Social Services and will accept ten deaf and hard-of hearing adults receiving
social assistance. The program will include training in math, social, communication, cooking
and generic employment skills. A small business will be set up with a ‘mobile kitchen’ (a trailer
equipped with facilities to prepare a limited variety of menu items). This will give trainees the
opportunity to learn the skills necessary to work in and manage a business.
The program is a test of an individualized, practical, work-oriented training approach that
will prepare trainees for employment. The trainees will receive training in an accessible
communication environment. They will receive coaching to strengthen weak skills, supervised
work experience and job search support. They will also learn about managing a small business
and have potential employment in CRCHI’s fund-raising activities with the mobile kitchen. The
project will be evaluated by the participants and an advisory committee.
Programs including workplace English, workshop training and job preparation require
more funding and support to meet the individual needs of deaf newcomers and increase their
employability. The referral guide at the end of this report indicates programs that offer these
types of employment training.
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FAMILY SUPPORT

It is interesting to note that observations by informants were not based solely on the
needs of deaf newcomers but extended to the needs of their families, extended families,
friends, residential counsellors, foster parents and care-givers as well. Respondents identified
the need for family support in the following areas: living accommodations, legal issues and
integration into Deaf Culture and respective ethnic cultures.

BARRIERS FOR FAMILY MEMBERS
Many respondents commented that families are unaware of services available for a deaf
family member. Informants reported that deaf newcomers are the last members of their
immigrant families to integrate into the new society. Since families are concerned about
settlement issues upon arrival in Canada, social integration of the deaf member is not a priority.
Most feel that integration would be smoother if families of deaf newcomers were more aware of
services available.
Attitudes create barriers between some deaf newcomers and their families. In some
cases the hearing family of a deaf newcomer communicates in a spoken language only, thus
excluding the deaf relative. In addition, some families perceive deafness as a disability to be
looked down upon. The deaf individual in this situation feels inadequate and isolated.
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SOLUTIONS
Families need to access information on services for deaf people so that deaf members
do not remain isolated. To ensure this, information on services available to deaf
newcomers in languages other than English, should be distributed by the social and
cultural organizations of various ethnic and religious groups. Members of the Deaf
community should advocate services available at meetings within cultural groups.
In order to offer support to families of deaf newcomers, organizations serving deaf
people (e.g. Silent Voice, CHS, BRCD) should set up workshops with ethnic and religious
organizations to promote a better understanding of deafness and Deaf Culture. To further this
understanding, community workers, counsellors and social workers should acquire training in
ASL and Deaf Culture to understand the needs of deaf newcomers and their families.
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SOCIAL INTEGRATION
Many respondents reported the need for more social interaction among deaf newcomers
and the broader deaf community. Newcomers need more information on deaf organizations
and opportunities to be involved in social activities.

BARRIERS TO SOCIAL INTEGRATION
The lack of information regarding social activities presents a major barrier to social
integration for the deaf newcomer. The insufficient language skills of deaf newcomers in ASL
and English also limit involvement in the social activities of the local deaf community. A lack of
multicultural sensitivity within the Deaf community also affects the smooth integration of deaf
newcomers.

SOLUTIONS
Aside from the obvious need for language training, it is also necessary for social
organizations, such as local deaf clubs and churches, to inform newcomers of upcoming
events. Deaf service organizations should set up workshops and information sessions for staff
training on multicultural sensitivity and awareness. Church bulletins or newsletters in
languages other than English, from deaf clubs and other cultural organizations, would serve to
inform newcomers of activities and events. Information could also be presented on
multicultural television programs. Announcements, bulletins, newsletters and flyers about
upcoming community events should be distributed to cultural, ethnic and religious
organizations as well as to the homes of deaf newcomers. Financial support to deaf
associations, deaf clubs and ethnic community centres is therefore essential to promote
community integration.
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INTERPRETING SERVICES

The main responsibility of an interpreter is to facilitate communication between two
people who use different languages to communicate. Once qualified, interpreters are bound by
a code of ethics.

THE CODE OF ETHICS OF INTERPRETERS
The ‘Code of Ethics’ is a strict code of conduct for interpreters that serves to ensure
quality of service for consumers by providing guidelines for the interpreter/client relationship.
Interpreters are bound to keep all information relayed strictly confidential. They must
interpret using the preferred language of the consumer, convey the message in the exact
manner intended, and facilitate communication without adding information, counselling or
advice. Interpreters must accept assignments for which they are qualified, be aware of
appropriate fees for assignments, maintain professional conduct, and strive to improve
knowledge and skills.
These ethical responsibilities must be adhered to by hearing and deaf interpreters.

Hearing Interpreters
The responsibility of a hearing interpreter is to facilitate communication by transmitting
both linguistically and culturally a message from ASL to spoken English, or vice versa. It is
necessary for an interpreter to be bilingual or bicultural.
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Deaf Interpreters
This term is used to identify the deaf individual who facilitates communication between
deaf people. Deaf interpreters receive education, evaluation and professional certification as
do hearing interpreters. The training covers the standard interpreting curriculum including
information about language, Deaf culture, the process of interpreting and the ethical
responsibilities of interpreters. Working with deaf people and foreign-born deaf people, deaf
interpreters provide interpreting services primarily in the legal, medical and mental health fields.
A deaf interpreter faces the deaf client and works with a hearing interpreter to facilitate
communication between deaf and hearing people. The hearing interpreter signs the spoken
message to the deaf interpreter. The deaf client receives this message from the deaf
interpreter in a manual form of communication that is understandable.
Deaf interpreters differ from hearing interpreters because they perceive information
visually and are able to interpret and facilitate communication accurately to deaf people with
little or no language skills, which is common among many deaf newcomers. Deaf Interpreters
also have the experience of being deaf. Many have attended residential schools and have
grown up in the Deaf community.
Respondents stressed the need for greater interpreting services, specifically deaf
interpreters. Deaf interpreters can provide a greater spectrum of communication because of
their ability to use modes of communication other than ASL or English.
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BARRIERS TO USING INTERPRETING SERVICES
Respondents were asked to list the barriers newcomers face in accessing interpreting
services. A full response rate was obtained. Most respondents identified the following barriers:

•

Limited ASL skills of deaf newcomers
ASL interpreters do not give them access to language. The interpreter’s role is
to accomodate the needs of the individual. The use of deaf interpreters is
important - key for this group - to help facilitate communication.

•

A shortage of hearing and deaf interpreters
Not enough skilled interpreters. Need more who can use Visual Gestural
Communication.
Lack of interpreters. The appointments with our agency exhaust the service.
There is no money for freelance interpreters. Because the ASL literacy level is
low, they use a relative or friend when referred.
It is difficult trying to access deaf interpreters to aid gestural communication.
There is a shortage of deaf interpreters and ASL interpreters.

•

Lack of knowledge about service
Interpreters are not familiar with the group of newcomers. They don’t have the
best strategies or techniques to be made understood. Most newcomers have
not worked with interpreters so they don’t know how. For example, they don’t
say that they do not understand a concept.
They have no experience in using or procuring an intepreter in Canada.
Information about interpreting services are in English print and can’t be read.
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•

Confidentiality
Newcomers don’t believe that an interpreter will keep information confidential.
For example, clients don’t want an interpreter accompanying them for a doctor’s
appointment.

SOLUTIONS

There is a consensus among informants on the need for more deaf interpreters with
deaf newcomers. In addition, more associations for deaf interpreters and native language
interpreters are required to establish their availability and role in facilitating communication.
Formal deaf interpreter training with certification needs to be established in Ontario.
Increased networking between Immigration authorities and specialized agencies is
necessary to create an awareness of the availability of interpreting services.
Deaf newcomers could also be better informed of the role of interpreters in
facilitating communication. This would encourage more frequent use of interpreters and
eliminate doubts about confidentiality. Ontario Interpreting Services (OIS) should promote
awareness of available interpreting services to immigration authorities, specialized
organizations and deaf newcomers.
Both hearing and deaf interpreters in Ontario require training in multicultural
awareness and sensitivity.
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THE NEED FOR COUNSELLING SERVICES

Several respondents stated a need for more counselling services. This includes
vocational rehabilitation, guidance and crisis/personal counselling.
Most informants complained about the long waiting list for Vocational Rehabilitation
Services (VRS). Many deaf newcomers have to wait for two to three years before they receive
any vocational assessment or counselling. During this waiting period, clients find it difficult to
enroll in employment training programs.
Respondents stressed an urgent need for guidance counsellors within literacy
organizations. The role of the guidance counsellor is extensive. The counsellor’s
responsibilities include consultation, student advocacy, coordination and assessment. The lack
of funding for counsellors within adult literacy programs has affected the performance of
students who require guidance, vocational or crisis counselling. Teachers have been forced to
cut vital teaching time in order to accommodate students who require counselling.
There is also an urgent need for additional counselling services for newcomers who
have been, or currently are, victims of abuse. Respondents stated the lack of crisis counselling
affects the integration of abused individuals into the community.
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BARRIERS TO COUNSELLING SERVICES
Respondents indicated that the limited ASL and English language skills of deaf
newcomers hinder the counselling process. Many deaf newcomers are not offered the
opportunity to express themselves because they are represented by family members at
counselling offices. Newcomers are further isolated due to a lack of deaf interpreters who may
know modes of communication other than ASL.

SOLUTIONS
Informants suggest deaf newcomers should acquire Vocational Rehabilitation
Counselling earlier upon arrival in Ontario. In order to eliminate the waiting period, the
possibility of funding from another Ministry for rehabilitation services needs to be explored. This
would address the high demand for language training within this group and allow deaf
newcomers earlier access to literacy services. With improved communication skills, counselling
services would be more effective.
The hiring of more deaf interpreters is another solution to the language barrier within
the counselling relationship. The deaf interpreter’s ability to transmit information accurately
between the client and counsellor would improve the counselling process.
Guidance counsellors within literacy organizations would improve the quality of
instruction time in the classroom. Teachers and instructors will be able to dedicate more time to
language instruction if students have access to separate counselling services.
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PERSPECTIVES OF DEAF NEWCOMERS – WORKSHOP IN OTTAWA
The Capital Region Centre for the Hearing Impaired (CRCHI) in Ottawa conducted a
workshop on the needs of deaf newcomers in an attempt to create awareness of services. The
concern is that deaf newcomers enrol in literacy programs only two or three years after arrival in
Canada. Louise Ford, Executive Director of CRCHI, and other service providers in Ottawa
outlined services available to deaf newcomers in the Ottawa region.
A panel of six deaf newcomers who immigrated to Canada between five weeks and four
years ago, briefly related their experiences to the participants at the workshop. Most of these
students had not acquired any formal education or used any formal sign language in their
country of origin. The students explained that their parents and siblings quickly enrolled in ESL
classes, school, or found employment upon arrival in Ontario. As a result, they found they were
the last members of their families to be integrated into a program in Canada.
They also expressed their enthusiasm to learn ASL and attend the literacy program.
One of the instructors confirmed the excitement and determination of the students to improve
their communication and literacy skills.
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The participants offered suggestions to create more community awareness about
services and programs for deaf newcomers:
•

Immigration officials at airports should have information packages available for

deaf

newcomers.
•

students within the program should be guest speakers at community meetings to
advocate services available.

•

A list of available services should be included in community service directories
(Blue Book, Yellow Pages).

•

Newsletters distributed by ethnic organizations should include information on programs and

services for deaf newcomers.
•

All organizations serving deaf people should distribute an information kit to

community

groups.
•

Informal gatherings at community health centres should be encouraged to facilitate
awareness of programs and services.

•

Flyers on services and programs should be available in emergency rooms at hospitals and

nursing homes.
•

Multicultural television and radio programming should provide information on available

services.
•

ESL subcommittees should be informed of services and programs offered.
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The students at the workshop offered a fresh perspective of the needs of deaf
newcomers in Ontario. Their enthusiasm to learn ASL and English reading and writing skills
verifies the need for more language training classes for deaf newcomers.
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EVALUATION OF EXISTING PROGRAMS AND SERVICES FOR DEAF
NEWCOMERS
LITERACY PROGRAMS FOR DEAF NEWCOMERS

In their answers on the mail-out questionnaires, the responding agencies unfortunately,
did not describe their curricula. As a result, there is no standardized description of the training
programs offered. Some agencies indicated that training is integrated into other programs and
cannot be described independently. For example, survival skills may be taught as part of a
vocational training program. Additionally, there is insufficient information on program duration
and costs.
In attempting to identify existing literacy programs for deaf newcomers with limited ASL
and English reading and writing skills in Ontario, respondents were asked where a newcomer
with literacy needs would be referred. The list below is based on information gathered from this
survey and the Go-Goal Ontario Literacy for Deaf People (G.O.L.D.) organization. The
programs described currently provide deaf newcomers with services related to second
language training.
The literacy programs described below offer courses in adult basic education and
English upgrading for post-secondary education. Those programs offering English upgrading
for post-secondary education include the Deaf Education Centre at George Brown College of
Applied Arts and Technology, the Deaf Literacy Program at Jules Leger Alternative School,
Northern Literacy and Life Skills Program at CHS Sudbury, Sir Sanford Fleming College and
the Adult Basic Education Unit at the Toronto Board of Education.
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The E.C. Drury School for the Deaf in Milton, BRCD in North York and CHS in Toronto
offer both basic education to Deaf adults in the Adult Education Program, and English
upgrading for post-secondary education to Deaf students.

The Bob Rumball Centre for the Deaf, Adult Education Program, North York
•

one-to-one tutoring in ASL, math and English

•

one-to-one training in life skills and one-to-one workplace language training

•

one-to-one or small group training in English upgrading

•

small group training in ASL, life skills, job readiness, math and English for deaf
newcomers.

Canadian Hearing Society, Deaf Literacy Program, Kitchener/Waterloo
•

language training in ASL and English upgrading

•

life skills training

•

ASL classes for deaf adults

•

ASL classes for hearing adults

•

employment counselling

•

workplace English training

Canadian Hearing Society, LINC Program, Peel Region, Mississauga
•

language training in ASL and English

•

ASL classes for deaf adults

•

ASL classes for hearing adults

•

employment counselling
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•

crisis/personal counselling

•

deaf interpreters

•

vocational training

•

workplace English training

•

interpreting services

Canadian Hearing Society, IMPACT-ASL Program for Deaf Adults, Toronto
•

communication skills

•

literacy/numeracy

•

daily living skills taught in groups of five

•

ASL classes

•

transportation services

•

financial assistance and training with technical devices

•

life skills management

Capital Region Centre for the Hearing Impaired, Literacy Program, Ottawa
•

language training in ASL and English

•

life skills training

•

ASL classes for deaf adults

•

ASL classes for hearing adults

•

crisis/personal counselling

•

deaf interpreters

•

vocational training
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•

workplace English training

•

interpreting services

•

social skills upgrading

E. C. Drury School, Adult Education Program, Milton
•

language training in ASL and English

•

life skills training

•

ASL classes for deaf adults

•

ASL classes for hearing adults

•

employment counselling

•

personal/crisis counselling

•

vocational training

•

workplace English training

•

interpreting services

•

social skills training

•

English upgrading for post-secondary education
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George Brown College of Applied Arts and Technology , Adult Education Program, Toronto
•

English and Math upgrading courses

•

Deaf Studies course

•

educational interpreting services

•

computerized notetaking services

•

pre-teaching for full-time deaf students

•

manual notetaking services

•

computer literacy course

•

Academic Upgrading Program, Level One, 16 weeks full-time

•

Placement consultation services

•

ASL classes

•

assistive devices (TTY, decoder, FM system)

Jules Leger Alternative School, Deaf Literacy Program, Cornwall
•

language training in ASL and English

•

life skills training

•

ASL classes for deaf adults

•

ASL classes for hearing adults

•

employment counselling

•

vocational training

•

workplace English training

•

interpreting services

•

social skills training

•

English upgrading for post-secondary education
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Northeastern Life Skills and Literacy Program, CHS, Sudbury
•

life skills training

•

ASL classes for deaf adults

•

employment counselling

•

crisis/personal counselling

•

deaf interpreters

•

interpreting services

•

social training

Northern Literacy and Life Skills Program, Thunder Bay
•

life skills training

•

ASL classes for deaf adults

•

ASL classes for hearing adults

•

employment counselling

•

crisis/personal counselling

•

workplace English training

•

interpreting services

•

social skills training

•

English upgrading for post-secondary education
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Sir Sanford Fleming College, Peterborough
•

language training in ASL and English

•

ASL classes for hearing adults

•

employment counselling

•

crisis/personal counselling

•

vocational training

•

workplace English training

•

interpreting services

•

English upgrading for post-secondary education

Toronto Board of Education, Adult Basic Education Unit, Toronto
•

language training in ASL and English

•

life skills training

•

ASL classes for deaf adults

•

employment counselling

•

crisis/personal counselling

•

deaf interpreters

•

vocational training

•

workplace English training

•

interpreting services

•

social skills upgrading

•

English upgrading for post-secondary education
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Map 3 represents literacy programs for adults in Ontario that include services for deaf
newcomers. The map indicates that very limited facilities are available to deaf newcomers in
Ontario.

Map 3. Literacy Programs for Deaf Newcomers in Ontario

SUPPORT SERVICES REQUIRED BY DEAF NEWCOMERS

Respondents identified the kinds of support services required and provided by their
programs. The services relate to counselling, technical devices, education, interpreting, social
assistance and community integration. These support services are listed below.
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Types of Counselling Services required
Personal counselling
Group counselling
Vocational counselling
Family counselling

Technical Devices required
Care and maintenance of hearing aids
TTYs
Door alarms
Baby monitors
Fire alarms
Alarm clocks with vibrator
Pagers with vibrator

Examples of educational support available in existing progarms
Central Inter-Disciplinary Team
Development of resumes
English as a Second Language Literacy Classes
Modified Deaf Studies Program
Sign Language Classes for families
Tutoring in Native Sign Language
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Interpreting Services required
Interpreting Services for deaf individuals
Interpreting Services for family members of deaf individuals
Interpreting/facilitating by teachers of deaf adults
Deaf Interpreting Training Services for interpreters

Social Assistance required
Assistance with Immigration issues
Community services awareness
Legal Aid Awareness Program
Negotiation for Welfare
Negotiation for Family Benefits Allowance
Referral to legal services
Representation at Small Claims Court

Community Integration
Accessing community resources
Child care
Field trips into community
Hostel/home visits
Independent living skills
Subsidies for public transport
Training in accessing transportation
Training in use of TTY
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Support services for deaf adults in Ontario are funded primarily by the following:

•

Catholic Immigration Bureau, Toronto

•

Human Resources Development Commission

•

Internal fund-raising campaigns

•

Ministry of Community & Social Services (Vocational Rehabilitation Services)

•

Ministry of Citizenship, Citizenship Development Branch

•

Ministry of the Attorney General, Ontario

•

Ontario Training Adjustment Board

•

United Way of Greater Toronto
Support services are offered by The Canadian Hearing Society (CHS) offices across

Ontario. The CHS head office is located in Toronto. The agency offers employment services,
interpeting services, community outreach to hard of hearing seniors, audiological services,
educational support services and counselling services.
The Bob Rumball Centre for the Deaf offers the following services: social,
educational,and recreational services for people who are deaf; pre-school for deaf or hearing
children of deaf parents and grandparents; sign language courses for deaf and hearing
individuals; vocational training in the areas of carpentry, packaging and printing; interpreting
services for staff and clients in programs; gymnasium and meeting rooms for rent; and low-cost
housing supported by an independent living program in conjunction with the CHS CONNECT
housing project.
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Silent Voice Canada offers services for deaf children, adults and their families.
Assistance is available to clients in the following areas: drafting letters, completing forms,
preparing resumes, making telephone calls, finding an apartment, finding a lawyer, making
appointments for medical services, contacting other social service organizations, and
completing tax forms.
While all the organizations mentioned are beneficial, the availability of support services
varies among them: one respondent reported that clients in crisis situations are given priority
over clients on the waiting list; staff at Employment Services at CHS confirmed a one-year
waiting period for services; there is also a one to two-year waiting period for the IMPACT-ASL
program at CHS. However, all respondents reported that, services once obtained, are available
to clients for as long as needed.
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KEY FINDINGS
Generally this survey indicates the average deaf newcomer has a low level of education
and may have limited signing skills at the time of immigration. He/she is probably young, most
likely between 16-24 years of age, and single.
Every need outlined in this report relates to the urgent need for increased language
instruction. The greatest barrier currently facing this group is their limited proficiency in ASL
and/or English reading and writing skills. These limited skills severely affect the individual’s
integration into Canadian society. The following key findings outline the needs of deaf
newcomers in Ontario and the barriers they face.

(1)

Deaf newcomers across Ontario have several critical needs:
ASL and English reading and writing instruction, social services, life skills
training, job readiness training, social integration, family support, interpreting
services, and counselling. Limitations in meeting the above mentioned needs
include language barriers, limited funding, shortage of staff, lack of support
services, long waiting lists, unfair eligibility criteria and poor networking.

(2)

The greatest barrier faced by deaf newcomers is their limited ability to
communicate in ASL and English.
- Most deaf newcomers do not have ASL or English reading and writing skills
upon arrival in Ontario.
- Deaf newcomers learn ASL skills after they have lived in Ontario for some time
and received formal language instruction.
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- An intermediate level of ASL is the form of manual communication used most
frequently by deaf newcomers in Ontario.
- The intermediate level of ASL is not sufficient to learn English reading and
writing and other subject matter.

(3)

Language training programs for hearing people are not appropriate for deaf
newcomers.
- Deaf newcomers need more formal training programs to acquire ASL skills
before they learn English or other skills.
- Current language training programs were created originally for hearing
immigrants and are not geared specifically toward the deaf newcomer. Classes
offer little individual instruction and do not have sufficient visual resources.
- Deaf instructors provide more effective instruction in language training
programs to aid deaf newcomers with little or no formal sign language skills
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(4)

The deaf newcomer’s limited ASL and English reading and writing skills severely
restrict social integration.
- Deaf newcomers are often isolated due to language differences and a lack of
social support groups.
- Deaf newcomers have difficulty communicating with other deaf people in the
community due to language differences.

(5)

The limited ASL and English reading and writing skills of deaf newcomers restrict
access to social services.
- Existing social services are not accessible to deaf newcomers because they
are unable to understand forms and information.
- Deaf and hearing interpreters are needed to transmit information to deaf
newcomers.

(6)

Limited ASL and English skills and lack of funding for deaf programs delay
employment for deaf newcomers for the following reasons:
- The lack of vocational training (or retraining) for deaf newcomers.
- The insufficient number of Workplace English programs for deaf newcomers.
- The lack of financial assistance for deaf newcomers to purchase technical
devices, which are essential to integration in the workplace.
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(7)

There are limitations in existing interpreting services for deaf newcomers.
- Deaf newcomers are not aware of interpreting services.
- Deaf newcomers who have no formal sign or written skills are unable to use
hearing interpreters effectively.
- There is a shortage of certified deaf interpreters due to a lack of training
programs.
- Deaf newcomers have misconceptions about the confidentiality of interpreting
services.

(8)

Effective counselling for deaf newcomers is dependant on the support of deaf
literacy organizations, funders and family members of deaf newcomers.
- The ASL proficiency of the deaf newcomer hinders the counselling process.
- Guidance counsellors are needed in literacy organizations to aid students in
personal and educational decisions.
- Deaf newcomers are not given the opportunity to voice their personal concerns
and are represented only by family members because of a shortage of deaf
and hearing interpreters.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the survey suggest that community integration is very difficult for deaf
newcomers. In addition to language barriers, they are also dealing with the pressure of being
new in an unfamiliar country where ways and customs are not easily learned without additional
support. Given their young age and limited communication and educational skills, there is a
strong possibility that deaf newcomers immigrate as dependants within larger families. It is
evident that improvements in services for deaf newcomers are needed to facilitate their
integration into Canadian society. The following recommendations provide a plan of action for
meeting the needs of deaf newcomers.

USE OF APPROPRIATE METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN DEAF EDUCATION
•

ASL is effective in teaching deaf newcomers and should be taught prior to English.

•

The oral method is not an effective method to teach deaf newcomers.

•

The Bilingual-Bicultural and Trilingual and Tricultural approaches are recommended
methods of instruction in educating deaf newcomers.

•

Visual resources are essential in literacy programming.

•

More deaf professionals should be hired to work with deaf newcomers in language training
programs.
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GOVERNMENT SUPPORT BE PROVIDED TO DEAF PROGRAMS
•

Specialized programs must be implemented to provide deaf newcomers with language
training in ASL and English reading and writing skills.

•

The number of ASL classes for deaf newcomers must be increased.

•

For deaf newcomers to acquire ASL skills faster, language training programs need to be
more intensive and be provided full-time.

•

Class sizes should be scaled down to a student-teacher ratio of 5:1 in order to
accommodate the needs of deaf newcomers with varying literacy backgrounds.

•

Eligibility criteria for the LINC Program must be changed to accommodate more deaf
newcomers who require language training.

•

Curricula suited to the unique needs of deaf newcomers should be developed.

•

Guidance counsellors should be hired in literacy programs to assist deaf newcomers in
decision making.

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT BE GIVEN TO DEAF NEWCOMERS THROUGH VARIOUS
FORMS OF SOCIAL SERVICES
•

Information related to existing social services should be accessible to deaf newcomers in
the form of signed videos.

•

Deaf interpreters are required to transmit information to deaf newcomers with little or no
ASL skills.

•

Financial assistance is required for deaf newcomers to help them purchase technical
devices which can assist community and social integration.
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GOVERNMENT SUPPORT BE GIVEN TO DEAF ASSOCIATIONS/AGENCIES FOR LONG
TERM SUPPORT OF DEAF NEWCOMERS
•

Support groups for deaf newcomers should be established to facilitate settlement into
Canadian society.

•

Multicultural awareness and sensitivity must be increased through workshops and displays
organized by deaf associations and agencies.

•

Deaf awareness needs to be promoted among social service organizations.

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT AND COLLECTIVE EFFORTS OF DEAF AGENCIES TO
ENHANCE INTERPRETING SERVICES
•

Deaf newcomers must be informed of The Code of Ethics upheld by interpreters.

•

Hearing and deaf interpreters require training in multicultural awareness and sensitivity.

•

Additional deaf interpreters are needed to facilitate communication for deaf newcomers.

•

Certified training programs for deaf interpreters must be established.

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT AND COLLECTIVE EFFORTS OF DEAF AGENCIES BE GIVEN
TO ENHANCE SOCIAL INTEGRATION
•

Deaf clubs and religious and cultural organizations need to distribute information to deaf
newcomers to encourage involvement in the community.

•

Information can be distributed by newsletters, bulletins or multicultural television programs.
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GOVERNMENT SUPPORT BE GIVEN TO COUNSELLING SERVICES
•

More counsellors are required in the areas of vocational training and crisis counselling.

•

Literacy organizations must have guidance counsellors in order to improve class instruction
time.

•

Additional deaf interpreters are required in the counselling process to facilitate
communication with deaf newcomers.

A training sequence for deaf newcomers is recommended to help them advance from
their arrival in Canada with little or no skills in ASL or English to full literacy and full participation
in their new community. First, deaf newcomers need to learn basic literacy in ASL together with
basic survival and social skills. As they become partially literate in ASL, they can begin more
advanced ASL and vocational training. Once literate in both ASL and written English, deaf
newcomers can then receive training in workplace English and English upgrading for postsecondary education.
The survey was invaluable in gaining an insight into the world of the deaf newcomer the barriers they face, the bureaucracy with which they must deal and a weak system which
allows them to exist in anonymity with seemingly few supports. Despite the fact that the
responding agencies could not report statistically how much the deaf population has increased
over the last five years, the consensus is that it has been steadily and consistently increasing.
The result is an urgent need for funding for more ASL and English reading and writing language
training programs aimed specifically at the deaf newcomer. There is also a need for an
outreach program to provide access to counselling, social services, literacy programs,
interpreting services, and support groups which will help newcomers cope with the experience
of integration.
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It is recommended that, in the case of deaf newcomers to Canada, immigration
practices must be changed to allow for statistical tracking using deafness to define a cultural
group and recognizing sign language as a complete language. As well, the sharing of
information between various levels of government to assist in the planning process is
encouraged. Government departments need to also engage in dialogue with agencies involved
with deaf people. In this way, more accurate allocation of resources and planning of services
will assist the deaf newcomer’s development and participation in the community.
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Appendix A
Glossary

American Sign Language (ASL). This is a sign language with its own vocabulary, inflections
and syntax rather than just a spectrum of gestures, mime and handshapes. The acronym ASL
is used to describe the sign language used in North America.

Bilingual-Bicultural (Bi-Bi). This term is used to describe the simultaneous use of two
languages (ASL and English) and two cultures as a mode of instruction. It refers to the study of
a second language while still receiving basic instruction in the first language.

Community integration. The gradual process of learning and adopting the norms of a
community or society.

Deaf Culture. A culture has basically four subsystems; social relations, language, technology
and ideology. The culture of deafness has distinct organizations, attitudes, values and social
structures.

Deaf interpreter (DI). A deaf person who transmits information linguistically to another deaf
person. This service can be used by deaf people who do not use the same form of
communication or by deaf and hearing people in conjunction with an ASL interpreter.

Ethnic-racial community. This term refers to a group of people who have common historical,
social and economic ties. This term includes maintaining the customs, language and beliefs of
the group.
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Formal sign language. A form of sign language which uses formal signs, inflections and
syntax, in contrast to an informal system of gestures developed by a family or small group.

Hard of hearing. Individuals who have residual hearing which enables processing of linguistic
information (speech) through the use of auditory senses. Hard of hearing individuals can use
spoken language adequately in order to transmit and receive information.

Interpreting. Interpreting is the linguistic transmission of a message from ASL to spoken
English, or vice versa. The interpreter must transmit the content and emotion of the speakers.

Functionally Literate. A person is functionally literate if he/she can engage in all those
activities in which literacy is required for effective functioning in his/her community group, and is
able continue to use reading and writing for community development.

Functionally Literate by Sign. The ability to use sign language for effective functioning and
participation within community activities.

Functionally Literate by Writing. The ability to use reading and writing skills for effective
functioning and participation within community activities.

Langue des Signes de Quebec (LSQ). This term identifies the name of the sign language
used in Quebec. LSQ codes the French language into sign.
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Linguistic barrier. This term refers to the difference(s) in the structure, nature and
modifications of languages which restricts interaction between individuals.

Literacy. The simple definition of literacy is the ability to read and write. Literacy has given
people a means of empowerment and self-fulfillment through active participation in the learning
environment. Adult literacy is concerned with the abilities of individuals to function within
specific social contexts such as employment settings etc.

Literate. The ability of an individual to read and write a simple statement with understanding.

Oral Communication. A form of communication used by deaf people which relies on spoken
language alone, as available through residual hearing and speech reading cues. Oral
Communication can also be identified as “ORALISM”.

Pidgin Sign Language (PSL)/Pidgin Sign English (PSE). This form of sign language is as a
simplified form of communicating with deaf individuals who use different languages or gestures.
PSE is a system that incorporates many ASL signs, but follows English word order. There are
two types of PSE: one which follows English word order but deletes most function words and
signed English word endings, and the form which usually follows ASL word order. These types
are known as PSE-E and PSE-A. For prelingually deaf persons with hearing families, their first
language is identified as PSE, because it is a mix of English and sign.
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Manually Coded English (MCE). This form of sign language attempts to represent spoken
language on the hands. Signs, usually borrowed from ASL, are used to represent English
content words and are arranged in English word order. Specially constructed signs are inserted
where appropriate to represent function words (e.g. the, he, is, were) and grammatical endings
(e.g. -ed, -ion, -ing).

Signing Exact English. This system of communication uses both sign and fingerspelling, and
follows the exact sequence and syntax of the English language. It involves coding the exact
signs for the words in a given sentence. Therefore, a sentence like “your nose will run” will be
coded as using the actual sign for “run” as in “I will run the race”. SEE and ASL sentences may
convey the same message but they differ in number of words used. Also, the lexical units are
elaborated differently. SEE adds affixes to the standard ASL signs, such as -ly, -ing, and -ed
for forms of words like dancing, danced.

Sign language interpreter. This is a person who facilitates communication between hearing
and deaf people. An interpreter serves a person who uses sign language as the primary mode
of communication.

Simultaneous Communication (SimCom). This term refers to the simultaneous use of a
system of Manually Coded English with a corresponding spoken language

Telephone Teletypewriter (TTY). This is the term commonly used to describe the phone
device used by deaf people. This term is readily used within the deaf community.
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Total Communication. Also known as the “Total Approach”, Total Communication covers the
use of the entire spectrum of gestures, speech, formal signs, fingerspelling, speech reading,
amplification and English reading and writing. It was first adopted in schools in Canada in
1966.

Visual Gestural Communication (VGC). This term refers to the use of visual contact and
gestural movements in order to communicate. Gestures range from informal to highly
structured and are an important attribute of non-verbal communication.

Workplace English. This term refers to the language used in any workplace setting. Training
focuses on language and cognitive skills required for industrial and service sector jobs.
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Appendix B
Appendix B-1: Original Interview Schedule

A. COMMUNICATION AND LEARNING
1.

Do deaf/Hard of Hearing newcomers in your program communicate using ASL?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

2.

In your opinion, is ASL effective as a means of communication with individuals in this
group?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

3.

In your opinion, does the ASL or English proficiency of these individuals affect their
learning? If yes, please explain.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

4.

What kinds of barriers if any, keep individuals in this group from using interpreters or limit
the effectiveness of interpreters?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

5.

Suppose I were new in town, how could I find out about a literacy program to meet my
needs as a deaf/Hard of Hearing person with limited ASL and English skills?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

6.

How can we make learning easier for individuals in this group?
_______________________________________________________________
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B. SUPPORT SERVICES
1.

Please comment on the need of individuals in this group for support services (e.g.
counselling, day-care, transportation reimbursements etc.)
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

2.

What kinds of support services are provided at your program to individuals in this group?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

3.

Please comment further on support services delivered by your program in terms of:
cost:
_______________________________________________________________
availability:
_______________________________________________________________
duration:
_______________________________________________________________

4.

Suppose I was a deaf or Hard of Hearing person new in town, and I needed support
services, where would you send me?
_______________________________________________________________

5.

Please add any other comments about the needs of individuals in this group.
_______________________________________________________________
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6.

Please comment on factors that limit your ability to meet the needs of individuals in this
group.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

7.

How can we improve support services to better meet the needs of individuals in this
group?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

8.

Are any of your current clients from this group also served by other agencies? If so,
please list the agency and indicate a contact person.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

9.

Do you know of any other agencies that serve this client group? If so, please list the
agency and a contact person.
_______________________________________________________________
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Appendix B-2: Original Questionnaire Mailed to Organizations

A. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
1.

How many clients has your program served in 1994?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

2.

Of these, how many deaf/Hard of Hearing(HOH) newcomers did your program serve in
1994?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

3.

Of this group, how many are:
male

_________________

female _________________
4.

How many are:
16 - 24 years _____________
25 - 40 years _____________
40 - 60 years _____________
60+ years

5.

6.

_____________

How many are:
single

_____________

married

_____________

divorced

_____________

How many are:
deaf

_____________

HOH

_____________
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7.

How many have the following diagnoses?
developmental delay
palsy
behavioural disorder
autism
learning disabled
visually impaired
other

8.

Of this group, how many originate from the countries/regions below?
Republic Of China
South East Asia
Poland
Spain
Vietnam
Sri Lanka
Arabia
Serbia
Croatia
Portugal
South Korea
Philippines
India
Jamaica
Hong Kong
Guyana
Mexico
Somalia
England
Central America
Australia
New Zealand
Caribbean Islands
USA
Other

9.

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

In percentage terms, how has the number of deaf/Hard of Hearing newcomers changed
from year to year over the past five years.
1989 _____________
1990 _____________
1991 _____________
1992 _____________
1993 _____________
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B. LITERACY BACKGROUND

1.

Of this group, how many have the following levels of education?
none
_____________
1 - 6 years
_____________
7 - 12 years _____________
12+ years
_____________

2.

Of this group, how many use the following as a primary means of communication? Some
individuals may be included in more than one category
manual (sign language/ gestures)
_____________
oral
(English/ other spoken language)
_____________
written (English/ other written language )
_____________
graphic systems
_____________
other
_____________

3.

Of this group, how many use the following types of sign language?
American Sign Language(ASL)
_____________
National Or Regional Sign Language _____________
Pidgin Sign Language(P.S.L.)
_____________
Signed Exact English(S.E.E.)
_____________
home signs
_____________
other
_____________

4.

Of this group, how many have the following levels of ASL competency?
none
_____________
basic
_____________
intermediate _____________
advanced
_____________

5.

How many individuals in this group use the following written languages to communicate?
Chinese
_____________
South Asian _____________
Polish
_____________
Spanish
_____________
Vietnamese _____________
Tamil
_____________
Arabic
_____________
Portuguese _____________
Korean
_____________
English
_____________
other
_____________
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6.

How many individuals in this group use only gestures or home signs for communication
(i.e. illiterate)?
_____________

7.

How many individuals in this group use only national or regional sign language for
communication (i.e. partially literate)?
_____________

8.

How many individuals in this group use only written language for communication (i.e.
partially literate)?
_____________

9.

How many individuals in this group use both national or regional sign language and written
language for communication (i.e. literate)?
_____________

C. TYPES OF TRAINING REQUIRED
Using the Breakdown In Questions 6 -9, please complete the following.

1.

How many in each category need survival skills training?
illiterate (gestures only)
_____________
partially literate (writing only) _____________
partially literate (signing only) _____________
literate (signing and writing) _____________

2.

How many in each category need social skills training?
illiterate (gestures only)
_____________
partially literate (writing only) _____________
partially literate (signing only) _____________
literate (signing and writing) _____________

3.

How many in each category need vocational training?
illiterate (gestures only)
_____________
partially literate (writing only) _____________
partially literate (signing only) _____________
literate (signing and writing) _____________
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4.

How many in each category need training in work place English?
illiterate (gestures only)
_____________
partially literate (writing only) _____________
partially literate (signing only) _____________
literate (signing and writing) _____________

5.

How many in each category need English upgrading for post-secondary level entry?
illiterate (gestures only)
_____________
partially literate (writing only) _____________
partially literate (signing only) _____________
literate (signing and writing) _____________

6.

How many in each category need to learn ASL?
illiterate (gestures only)
_____________
partially literate (writing only ) _____________
partially literate (signing only ) _____________
literate (signing and writing) _____________

IF YOUR PROGRAM PROVIDES ANY OF THE ABOVE TYPES OF TRAINING, PLEASE
COMPLETE.

1.

Give a brief description of survival skills training in terms of:

length of program:
____________________________________________________________________________
costs incurred:
____________________________________________________________________________
format of training:
____________________________________________________________________________
current student/teacher ratio:
____________________________________________________________________________
recommended student/teacher ratio:
____________________________________________________________________________
method of assessment:
____________________________________________________________________________
targeted objectives:
____________________________________________________________________________
%age of students achieving objectives:
____________________________________________________________________________
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2.

Give a brief description of social skills training.
length of program:
______________________________________________________________________
costs incurred:
______________________________________________________________________
format of training:
______________________________________________________________________
current student/teacher ratio:
______________________________________________________________________
recommended student/teacher ratio:
______________________________________________________________________
method of assessment:
______________________________________________________________________
targeted objectives:
______________________________________________________________________
%age of students achieving objectives:
______________________________________________________________________

3.

Give a brief description of vocational training in terms of:
length of program:
______________________________________________________________________
costs incurred:
______________________________________________________________________
format of training:
______________________________________________________________________
current student/teacher ratio:
______________________________________________________________________
recommended student/teacher ratio:
______________________________________________________________________
method of assessment:
______________________________________________________________________
targeted objectives:
______________________________________________________________________
%age of students achieving objectives:
______________________________________________________________________
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4.

Give a brief description of training in work place English in terms of:
length of program:
______________________________________________________________________
costs incurred:
______________________________________________________________________
format of training:
______________________________________________________________________
current student/teacher ratio:
______________________________________________________________________
recommended student/teacher ratio:
______________________________________________________________________
method of assessment:
______________________________________________________________________
targeted objectives:
______________________________________________________________________
%age of students achieving objectives:
______________________________________________________________________

5.

Give a brief description of training offered in English upgrading in terms of:
length of program:
______________________________________________________________________
costs incurred:
______________________________________________________________________
format of training:
______________________________________________________________________
current student/teacher ratio:
______________________________________________________________________
recommended student/teacher ratio:
______________________________________________________________________
method of assessment:
______________________________________________________________________
targeted objectives:
______________________________________________________________________
%age of students achieving objectives:
______________________________________________________________________

6.

Does your program offer ASL as a course to deaf or Hard of Hearing newcomers?
______________________________________________________________________

7.

Describe any other types of training offered to individuals in this group.
______________________________________________________________________
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8.

In your opinion, what additional types of training are required for individuals in this group?
______________________________________________________________________

9.

Do you know of any deaf/Hard of Hearing individuals who are not currently served by any
agency? If so, how many, and where are they located?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

10.

Please estimate the number of deaf/Hard of Hearing newcomers who were not accepted
in your program in 1994.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

11.

List the three most common reasons for not accepting an individual into your program.
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Appendix C
List of Key Informants Who Participated in the Survey

Barnes, Craig,
Principal, Sir James Whitney School for the Deaf, Belleville
Brazeau, Arlene,
Community Legal Worker, Flemingdon Community Legal Services, Don Mills
Conlon, Mandy ,
Coordinator, Community Development Access, CHS, Brantford
Dewar, Donna,
Chief Coordinator, Metropolitan Toronto Board of Education, Toronto
Dodds, Ron,
Principal - Secondary School, Ernest C. Drury School for the Deaf, Milton
Dwyer, Brian,
Coordinator, Sign Language Interpreting Program, Sheridan College, Brampton
Elliot, Rosanne,
Teacher, Metropolitan Toronto Separate School Board, Toronto
Ferguson, Norman,
Manager, Impact-ASL Program, Toronto
Ford, Louise,
Executive Director, Capital Region Centre for the Hearing Impaired, Ottawa
Gies, Vivian,
Itinerant teacher, York Region Board of Education, Aurora
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Hardman, Jim,
Vocational Services Manager, CHS, Toronto
Heathcote, Barbara,
Intake Counsellor, CHS, Toronto
Lamont, Mary,
Coordinator,

Metropolitan Toronto Separate School Board, Toronto

Lee, Winnie,
Manager, Seniors Program, CHS, Toronto
Lillie, Gilbert,
Community Worker, Silent Voice, Toronto
MacIntyre, Lois,
Social Services Counsellor, CHS, Ottawa
McAlonen, Natalie
Coordinator, Community Development Access, CHS, Brantford
McCarter, Sue,
General Social Services Counsellor, CHS, Kitchener
McKenna, Neil,
Vice Prinicipal, Robarts School, London
McKenzie, Brian,
President, Sign Language Interpreters of the National Capital (SLINC), Ottawa
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Mills, Rebecca,
General Social Services Counsellor, CHS, London
Mitchell, Maureen,
Coordinator, LINC Program, CHS, Peel
Monty, Peter S.J.,
Chaplain, St. John of Beverley House, Ottawa
Norton-Harris, Peggy,
Executive Director, Huronia Hearing Impaired, Barrie
Piper, Tim,
General Social Services Counsellor, CHS, Peterborough
Ross, Lucy,
Social Services Counsellor, CHS, Ottawa
Rumball, Rev. R., Pastor (Retired),
Evangelical Church of the Deaf/Ontario Mission of the Deaf, North York
Tam, Cindy Woon-ling
Program Director, Bob Rumball Centre for the Deaf, North York
Taylor, Norma-Jean,
Chairperson, Deaf Education Centre, George Brown College, Toronto
Wagg, Joanne,
Seniors Outreach Counsellor/Area Coordinator, CHS, Barrie
Wilson-Lum, Cheryl,
Coordinator, G.O.L.D., Ottawa
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Appendix D
List of Organizations Who Participated in the Survey

Advocacy Resource Center for the Handicapped, Toronto
Baha'i Faith,Toronto
Baha'i National Center,Thornhill
Board of Education for the City of York, City of York
Bob Rumball Associations for the Deaf, North York
Bob Rumball Centre for the Deaf, North York
Cambrian College Deaf Program, Sudbury
Canadian Association of the Deaf, Ottawa
Canadian Deafened Persons, Ottawa
Canadian Deafened Persons, Richmond Hill
Canadian Hard of Hearing Association, Ottawa
Canadian Hearing Society, Barrie
Canadian Hearing Society, Belleville
Canadian Hearing Society, Brantford
Canadian Hearing Society, Cambridge
Canadian Hearing Society, Chatham
Canadian Hearing Society, Cornwall
Canadian Hearing Society, Fort Frances
Canadian Hearing Society, Hamilton
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Canadian Hearing Society, Kenora
Canadian Hearing Society, Kingston
Canadian Hearing Society, Kitchener
Canadian Hearing Society, London
Canadian Hearing Society, Mississauga
Canadian Hearing Society, North Bay
Canadian Hearing Society, Ottawa
Canadian Hearing Society, Peterborough
Canadian Hearing Society, Sarnia
Canadian Hearing Society, Sault Ste. Marie
Canadian Hearing Society, St. Catharines
Canadian Hearing Society, Sudbury
Canadian Hearing Society, Thunder Bay
Canadian Hearing Society, Toronto
Canadian Hearing Society, Windsor
Capital Region Centre for the Hearing Impaired, Ottawa
Catechist Mission for Children, Whitby
Centennial College, Scarborough
Danforth Technical Collegiate, Toronto
Deaf Children's Society, Scarborough
Deaf Outreach Project, Toronto
Drury School for the Deaf, Milton
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Dufferin-Peel Roman Catholic Separate School Board, Mississauga
East York Board of Education, East York
Etobicoke Board of Education, Etobicoke
Evangelical Church of the Deaf, North York
Fanshawe College, Special Needs, London
Flemingdon Community Legal Services, Don Mills
Free Christian Church of the Deaf, Whitby
George Brown College, Deaf Education Centre, Toronto
Georgetown Group Home, Georgetown
Go-Goal Ontario Literacy for Deaf People, Ottawa
Good Shepherd Community Church, Scarborough
Grace Baptist Church, Richmond Hill
Hearing Ear Dogs of Canada, Oakville
Humber College, Etobicoke
Huronia Hearing Impaired, Barrie
Jackman Group Home, Toronto
Lighthouse Deaf Fellowship, Willowdale
LINC Program, CHS, Mississauga
London Group Home, London
Lovell School, Oshawa
Loyalist College, Deaf Program, Belleville
Marantha Fellowship Church of the Deaf, Toronto
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Metropolitan Community Church of Toronto, Toronto
Metropolitan Toronto Separate School Board, Toronto
Milton Group Home, Milton
Mississauga Catholic Deaf Community, Mississauga
Mohawk College, Deaf Empowerment Program, Hamilton
National Captioning Center, Toronto
Northeastern Literacy and Life Skills Program, CHS, Sudbury
North York Board of Education, North York
Northern Literacy and Life Skills Program, CHS, Thunder Bay
Northern Secondary School, Toronto
Ontario Association of Sign Language, Milton
Ontario Association of Speech Language, Toronto
Ontario Association of the Deaf, Toronto
Ontario Camp of the Deaf, Willowdale
Ontario Closed Caption Consumers, Toronto
Ontario Cultural Society of the Deaf, Cambridge
Ontario Deaf Ice Hockey, Mississauga
Ontario Deaf Sports Association, Thornhill
Ontario Mission of the Deaf, North York
Oshawa Deaf Center, Oshawa
Ottawa-Hull Catholic Deaf Society, Gloucester
Ottawa Deaf Fellowship, Ottawa
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Peel Board of Education, Mississauga
Peterborough Communication Support, Peterborough
Scarborough Board of Education, Scarborough
Seneca College, North York
Sheridan College, Oakville
Sheridan Deaf Ministry, Deaf Chapel, Oakville
Sign Language Interpreters in the National Capital, Ottawa
Silent Voice Canada, Toronto
Sir James Whitney School for the Deaf, Belleville
St. Francis de Sales Catholic Faith, Toronto
St. John of Beverley House, Ottawa
St. Mary's Secondary School, Toronto
St. Maximillian Kolbe Church, Mississauga
The Islamic Association for the Hearing Impaired, Toronto
The Organization for Literacy in Lambton, Brights Grove
The Robarts School, London
Thrive Program, Literacy and Life Skills, Oshawa
Tinnitus Association of Canada, Toronto
Toronto Board of Education, Toronto
Toronto Jewish Association of the Deaf, Thornhill
Toronto Rainbow Alliance of the Deaf, Toronto
Voice for Hearing Impaired Children, Ottawa
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Voice for Hearing Impaired Children, Toronto
Westwood Secondary School, Mississauga
York Region Board of Education, Aurora
York University, Faculty of Education, North York
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